DATA SCIENCE STUDIO COMMUNITY EDITION LICENSE AGREEMENT

THIS SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT (THE “AGREEMENT”) IS A LEGAL AND BINDING AGREEMENT BETWEEN YOU AND/OR THE LEGAL ENTITY WHOSE BEHALF YOUR ARE ACTING ON (THE “LICENSEE”) AND DATAIKU, A FRENCH SOCIETE PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIEE WITH A SHARE CAPITAL OF 25 000 EUROS, HAVING ITS REGISTERED ADDRESS AT 39 RUE SEDALINE 75011 PARIS, FRANCE, REGISTERED WITH THE TRADE AND COMPANIES REGISTERED OF PARIS UNDER NUMBER 791 012 081 (“DATAIKU”). AFTER HAVING CAREFULLY READ THIS AGREEMENT, AND BY LOADING, INSTALLING, RUNNING AND/OR USING THIS SOFTWARE (THE “SOFTWARE”) IN ANY MANNER, YOU ARE AGREEING TO BE BOUND BY ALL THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, DO NOT LOAD, INSTALL, RUN OR USE THE SOFTWARE IN ANY MANNER.

Article 1. Trial
Dataiku grants Licensee a royalty-free, personal, limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable right to use the Software subject to the terms and conditions specified in this Agreement, for Your organization’s internal purposes; such use is subject to any specific software licensing information located in the Software product or its Supporting Material.

Any unauthorized use of the Software shall be deemed a material breach of this Agreement and shall result in an immediate termination of this Agreement.

Article 2. Licensee Obligations
Licensee is expressly prohibited to:

(a) provide any services through the Software to any third-party, in any manner, including but not limited to service bureau, application service providing or outsourcing;

(b) take any action to impair the reputation of Dataiku, its trademarks, its licensors, its software, including the Software, and any other products or services from Dataiku or its licensors;

(c) use the Software for illegal purposes or in an illegal manner, including in violation of any intellectual property rights of Dataiku or any third party’s;

(d) impair the operation of Dataiku’s information system, including by fraudulently accessing and remaining in Dataiku’s system, suppressing, modifying or fraudulently introducing data into Dataiku’s system or by interfering with Dataiku’s system;

(e) make a copy of whole or part of the Software and/or provide a copy of whole or part of the Software to any third party;

(f) analyze or cause a third party to analyze, observe, study or test the operation of the Software in order to determine the ideas and principles underlying any element of the Software, by loading, displaying, running, transmitting or storing of the Software;
(g) reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble the Software, or create any derivative work based upon the Software, or otherwise attempt to derive source code from the Software, except for interoperability purposes. If Licensee needs information necessary for the interoperability of the Software with any compatible hardware or software, it shall request such information to Dataiku, which shall provide the relevant information to Licensee, subject to the payment of any corresponding costs by Licensee. In any case, Licensee acknowledges that it is strictly forbidden to: (i) perform such action on any part of the Software which is not strictly necessary to achieve interoperability, (ii) communicate any information relating to interoperability to any third party, unless such communication is strictly necessary, (iii) use any information obtained for the purposes of designing, producing or marketing any product that would be similar to or in competition with the Software, (iv) use any information in a way that would impair Dataiku’s rights;

(h) modify, enhance or translate the Software, including for the fixing of bugs or errors, which rights are exclusively reserved by Dataiku;

(i) transfer, lease, sublicense, assign, charge or otherwise deal in or encumber the Software.

**Article 3. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY**

Licensee shall bear all risk of loss or damage to its data. Dataiku assumes no liability or risk arising from the use of Licensee’s data.

In no event shall Dataiku be held liable for any indirect damages and any loss, inaccuracy or corruption of files, lost or corrupted data, commercial damage, loss of gain, turnover, benefit, goodwill, opportunity, use, income, even if Dataiku has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

Dataiku’s liability to you under this Agreement is limited to the amount actually paid by you to Dataiku for the relevant software. Neither you nor Dataiku will be liable for lost revenues or profits, downtime costs, loss or damage to data or indirect, special or consequential costs or damages. This provision does not limit either party’s liability for: unauthorized use of intellectual property, death or bodily injury caused by its negligence; acts of fraud; willful repudiation of the Agreement; or any liability that may not be excluded or limited by applicable law. Licensee expressly agrees to the allocation of liability set forth in this section, and acknowledges that without its agreement to these limitations, there would be a fee charged for this license provided hereunder.

**Article 4. WARRANTY**

DATAIKU DOES NOT PROVIDE ANY WARRANTY WITH RESPECT TO THE SOFTWARE, WHICH IS PROVIDED TO LICENSEE "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY WARRANTY OF NON-INFRINGEMENT OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

Dataiku does not warrant the absence of any bugs, and as a consequence does not warrant that the use of the Software will be uninterrupted and error free.

Licensee shall be sole liable for the consequences of any handling or mishandling, use or misuse, neglect, improper testing, unauthorized use or alteration of the Software. Licensee shall be sole liable for obtaining any appropriate insurance coverage for the Software, its
use and any damage that may result from it, for the duration of the Term.

**Article 5. CONFIDENTIALITY**
Licensee agrees to use its best efforts to keep confidential any and all information, data and materials regarding Dataiku, including without limitation its employees, agents, subcontractors, products, services, organization, work, know how, finances, strategies, plans, systems, technical operations, programs, software, code, documentation, notes, analyses and studies coming to Licensee’s knowledge during the Term or anytime thereafter, whether supplied to Licensee by Dataiku, observed by Licensee, derived by Licensee from use of the Software or otherwise.

**Article 6. SURVIVAL**
Any provision of this Agreement that may reasonably be expected to survive its termination, including but not limited to Licensee Obligations, Limitation of Liability, Warranty and Confidentiality, shall survive the termination of this Agreement.

**Article 7. COMPLETE AGREEMENT**
This Agreement constitutes the complete contract between the Parties and supersedes any prior or contemporaneous communication, agreement or understanding, whether written or oral, with respect to the subject matter hereof. Any modification to this Agreement shall be made in writing and executed by duly authorized representatives of both Parties.

**Article 8. DATA PROTECTION**
Dataiku will collect and process personal data (in particular, but not limited to, personal data regarding the employees of the Licensee who will use and evaluate the Software) for the purposes of providing the Software. Providing the personal data required by Dataiku is mandatory: should the Licensee fail to provide such personal data, Dataiku will not be able to process the order and/or the employee of the Licensee whose personal data has not been provided will not be able to use the Software, as the case may be.

In accordance with the *Informatique et Libertés* law n°78-17 dated 6 January 1978, any employee of the Licensee whose personal data is collected by Dataiku has the right at anytime to access, modify, correct and suppress the personal data as well as the right to oppose to the processing of his/her personal data for legitimate reasons by contacting Dataiku, 39 rue Sedaine 75011 Paris, France.

Licensee undertakes to provide its employees with all the information prescribed by Article 32 III of law n° 78-17 dated 6 January 1978 as soon as the personal data is transferred by the employee to Dataiku.

**Article 9. GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION**
The validity, interpretation and enforcement of this Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with French law and the Parties hereby consent to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of Paris over any action or claim arising from or in connection with the execution, performance or termination of this Agreement.